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American Rescue Plan (ARP) for
the public sector
Fiscal Recovery Funds

$350 billion

of non-competitive funding
for states, counties, cities,
Tribes and territories.
Of this funding:

$195.3 billion

to states and Washington, D.C.

Other provisions of the bill include:
Recovery
$10 billion
Coronavirus Capital
Projects Fund

Schools
nearly
$170 billion

Housing
$25 billion in
emergency rental
assistance

Small business
$22 billion in
EIDL and PPP

Transportation
and infrastructure
$58.2 billion

Energy and water
$4.5 billion
in household
assistance

Restaurants
and bars
$25 billion

Emergency
Connectivity Fund
$7.6 billion for
internet access for
distance learning

Public health
$72 billion for
COVID-19 testing,
contact tracing and
vaccine distribution

$130.2 billion
to local governments

$20 billion

to Tribal governments
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ARP and FRF timeline
June 7, 2021
March 11, 2021
ARP signed into law

March 3, 2021
Period of
performance begins

Second deadline for tribal entities to
update employment information

December 31, 2026
Deadline to expend ARP funds

December 31, 2024
May 24, 2021

Deadline to obligate ARP funds

First deadline for tribal
entities to submit information
in Treasury Portal
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ARP Pitfalls &
Best Practices
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Pitfall: Duplicated Efforts
The potential exists for duplicated efforts with funding going to cities, towns, villages, tribes,
territories, counties and states with the same eligible uses
— For some communities, overlapping programs attempting to serve the same need were created and led to
confusion, underuse of funding, increased administrative burden, and lost opportunity.

Best practice: Embrace collaboration
— Reach out to surrounding communities to discuss how they intend to use FRF funding
— Connect with your regional economic development organization
— Communicate your community's ARPA objectives
— Coordinate with your county's officials
— Where there are shared goals, consider collaborative efforts
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Pitfall: Failure to report
— At a minimum, municipalities will be required to provide annual reports to the Department of
Treasury on their use of funds
— Municipalities should set up systems to facilitate reporting from the outset

Best practice: Prepare for reporting
— Develop an initial spending plan/budget based on local needs and eligible uses
— Establish process to evaluate each cost for eligibility, including the documentation of review
procedures and account coding
— Track costs so your community knows how much it has spent on each use and how much funding
remains
— Establish a process to ensure compliance with procurement policies
— If funding is being provided to other entities, sub-recipient monitoring activities should be evaluated.
Ensure proper controls and monitoring activities are performed
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Pitfall: Rush to
judgement
When there is a new grant
opportunity or funding
resource for municipalities
that is widely publicized,
there are numerous
stakeholders with ideas
about how the funding
should be used.
— May lead to added
pressure to use money
quickly
— Some communities have
made hasty decisions
that are suboptimal or
that they later regret

Best Practice: Consider the extended timeline; take the time to be
inclusive and strategic
— Municipalities with populations greater than 50,000 receive funding directly
from the federal government. They received 50% of their funding in May
and will receive the second 50% in approximately 1 year
— Municipalities with populations less than 50,000 receive funding through
the state of Wisconsin Department of Revenue. They received 50% of their
funding in June and will receive the second 50% approximately 1 year later
— Eligible costs must be incurred after March 3, 2021
— Funds must be expended or committed by December 31, 2024
— Recipients have until December 31, 2026, to complete projects using FRF
funds
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Pitfall: Letting money sit idle
— Portions of ARPA funding could be held up to five-and-ahalf years
— Depending on how and when the money will be spent,
leaving the money un-invested could be a lost opportunity

Best practice: Create an investment plan
— Municipalities should work with a qualified investment advisor
to create an investment plan
— Pending further guidance, deposits and investments must
follow the restrictions of the Wisconsin state statutes
— Consider need for liquidity
— Track interest earnings and assume that they will need to be
spent on FRF eligible costs until guidance is clarified
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Pitfall: Missing Other
ARP Funding
While we have highlighted
the American Rescue
Plan's Fiscal Recovery
Funds in this article, the
Act is full of other
competitive and
noncompetitive funding
sources that may be
available directly to your
municipality or other
businesses/ organizations
in your community.

Best practice: Review competitive funding
sources that are included in the ARPA Reach out
to specialists for assistance reviewing potential
funding opportunities.
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Pitfall: The state of
Wisconsin's municipal
levy limits
Municipalities are subject to a state
law that limits increases to their levy
to the percentage of net new
construction in the preceding year
Starting point for the levy limit
calculation is the prior year's actual
property tax levy

Best practice
How to avoid the levy limit pitfall:
 Keep FRF funds outside of your community's general fund
 Amend your budget to create a separate FRF grant fund
(special revenue fund) outside of the general fund
 Do not expend the funds on expenditures that would
typically be funded through the tax levy

Effect would be a permanently
reduced levy limit that could impact
the municipality's ability to maintain
the level of service in the
community.
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Pitfall:
Missing the
big financial
picture
Municipalities have
options when
determining how to pay
for new programs,
operational expenses,
or capital
improvements. In the
absence of a financial
plan, communities risk
expending the money in
a way that is less than
optimal.

Best Practice: Comprehensive, long-range financial plan
— Municipalities should work with a registered municipal advisor to develop a financial plan that
incorporates multi-year capital plans and financing options along with projected operational
changes.
— If new programs are created, thought should be given to ongoing operational costs
associated with maintaining and continuing the programs.
— Balancing community priorities and evaluating the alternative financing is an important
process for communities and utilities to engage in as they evaluate the use of FRF funds.
— For municipalities there are a variety of complex financing options to consider, including
revenue bonds/notes, general obligation bonds/notes, state trust fund loans, and state and
federal monies.
— The evaluation of financing options should take into account, among other factors: legal
authority, eligible uses, total cost of capital (fees and interest rate), level of complexity relative
to capacity of the organization (suitability), timing, and flexibility of terms.
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Fiscal Recovery Fund
Eligible Uses and
Process
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ARP USAGE OF FUNDS

FRF Eligible Uses
— Support public health expenditures
— Address negative economic impacts
caused by the public health emergency
— Replace lost public sector revenue
— Provide premium pay for essential workers
— Invest in water, sewer, and broadband
infrastructure
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ARP USAGE OF FUNDS

Public Health & Economic Impacts
Responding to COVID-19:
– Medical care, testing, vaccinations,
PPE, etc.
– Capital investments in medical
facilities
– Assistance to households: food,
housing, utility, job training and
more
– Other needs
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ARP USAGE OF FUNDS

Public Health & Economic Impacts
– Assistance to households, small businesses and not-for-profit
organizations
Households: food, housing, utility, cash, burials, job training and more
 Cash transfers are allowed provided the recipient considers the extent to
which the household has experienced a negative economic impact from
the pandemic; recipients should take guidance from the per person
amounts previously provided by the federal government in response to
the pandemic in determining the amount of the transfer
Businesses and not-for-profits: loans or grants for revenue declines,
employee retainage, operating costs, COVID-19 mitigation tactics and
business planning needs
 Includes services such as job training to accelerate rehiring of
unemployed workers
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Premium pay
Essential workers
Health care, public health,
retail, warehouse, drivers,
janitors, social services,
educators, childcare and
more

Limitations
Cannot exceed $13/hour
or $25,000 per worker,
and workers who receive
total pay in excess of
150% of their state’s
average wage must have
publicly available
disclosure

Requirements
Must have regular
in-person interactions
and/or handling of
items by others;
individuals who
telework are ineligible

Other considerations
May be provided
retrospectively for
instances where a
worker has not been
compensated
adequately

ARP USAGE OF FUNDS

Revenue loss
• General revenues: taxes, changes,
miscellaneous intergovernmental
transfers from state and local
governments
• Calculated on entity-wide basis
Allowed: government services infrastructure, cybersecurity, health,
public safety
Not allowed: Debt service,
replenishing reserves or paying
settlements
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ARP USAGE OF FUNDS

Revenue loss
(continued)

– Compare to actual revenue earned during the 12-month periods ending
Dec. 31, 2020 through Dec. 31, 2023
– Assumes that revenue reductions are related to COVID-19
– Usage of funds received via revenue reduction must be used to provide
government services, such as maintaining or building new
infrastructure, cybersecurity, health, public safety and other upgrades


Payments can also be used to avoid cutting government services, including
government employees, to help prevent broader economic downturns

– Debt service, replenishing reserves/rainy day funds or paying
settlements are not allowed as well as other restrictions that apply
(discussed later)
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ARP USAGE OF FUNDS

Investments in infrastructure
Broadband infrastructure

– Improvements must deliver minimum speed
of 100 Mbps (Exceptions where impractical)
– Benefit unserved or underserved households
– Modernization of cybersecurity

Water and sewer infrastructure
– Projects that would generally be eligible
under the Clean Water and Safe Drinking
Water Funds:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Treatment
Transmission and distribution
Consolidation or creation of new systems
Stormwater Systems
Energy efficiency
Security
20

EDA Opportunity
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Economic Development Administration (EDA) ARP Funding
$3 billion of competitive ARP funding currently available. This is ten times EDA’s typical annual budget and
the largest federal investment in economic development in decades.

Distribution of Funding By Category
Statewide Planning, Research, and
Networks Grants

$900,000,000

Travel, Tourism, and Outdoor
Recreation Grants

$750,000,000

Indigenous Communities Challenge

$100,000,000

• Funding Categories – six categories with a
separate NOFOs for each
• Eligibility – Blanket eligibility, any
community, non-profit, tribal government,
state, etc. can apply
• Timing – Rolling application, move fast!

Economic Adjustment Assistance
Challenge

$500,000,000

Good Jobs Challenge

$500,000,000

Build Back Better Regional Challenge

The Basics:

$1,000,000,000

• Local Match Commitment – EDA will fund
up to 80% with 20% local match required

Economic Development Administration (EDA)
What you Need to Apply
 Identify project
 Contact Regional EDA
 Ensure grants.gov log-in, EIN, DUNs are up to date
 Complete suite of EDA forms
 Create budget
 Provide Match Commitment (local funds are available and unencumbered)
 Prepare Preliminary Engineering Report
 Prepare Environmental Narrative
 Secure letters of support and beneficiary letters
See Baker Tilly’s Complete EDA Grant Readiness Checklist for More Details
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EDA ARPA Applications – 7 Keys to Success
1

1

2

2

Connect with and use your EDA Representative
Talk to your state EDA regional representative before getting started and communicate with them throughout the process.
They’re there to help!

Align with EDA priorities
Review EDA’s 8 investment priorities and describe how your project aligns

(Equity, Recovery, Workforce Development, Manufacturing, Technology, Sustainability, Exports/FDI)

3

3

4

4

Job Creation is Critical
To be competitive, projects need to show direct connection to private sector job growth. Demonstrated by providing
“Beneficiary Letters” (ED900B form)

Collaborate Regionally
EDA prefers to fund regional projects that are aligned with a regional economic development plan. Talk to regional partners
and work with them on application
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Over-Match If Possible
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Focus on Most Competitive Project

7

Projects with higher local shares of total project cost will be more competitive

Identify the project that is most competitive for EDA and focus application on that

Move Fast and Manage “Nuts and Bolts”
Funding will be allocated over the next several months and earlier applications are more likely to succeed. Applications require a lot of
detail that needs to be done correctly. Get started ASAP!

Reporting
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Reporting priority areas (per
Treasury guidance)
―

Accountability

―

Transparency

―

User friendliness

―

Focus on recovery

Reporting deadlines
Recipient

Interim Report

States, U.S. territories,
metropolitan cities and
counties with a population that
exceeds 250,000 residents
Metropolitan cities and
counties with a population
below 250,000 residents that
received more than $5 million
SLFRF funding

Project and Expenditure
Report

Submit by August 31, 2021,
and annually thereafter by
July 31

Submit by August 31, 2021,
with expenditures by category

Submit by January 31, 2022,
and then 30 days after the
end of each quarter thereafter

Tribal governments

Not required

Metropolitan cities and
counties with a population
below 250,000 residents that
received less than $5 million in
SLFRF funding
NEUs

Recovery Plan
Performance Report

Submit by April 30, 2022, and
then annually thereafter
Not required

Baker Tilly
ARP ACTion Tool
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Overview of the ARP ACTion app
Ready to help you prioritize and align spending with the
needs of your community.

Identify your
community’s available
funding opportunities

Solicit equitable responses
from community leaders and
aggregate them for equal
input

Account for interlocal
collaboration opportunities

All Baker Tilly ARP updates can be accessed here:
https://www.bakertilly.com/insights/american-rescue-plan-resources-for-public-sector

Communicate your funding
strategy in a highly
organized, analytical and
visual way

Request
a demo
today!

Engage with peers
and our ARP
specialty team on the
MyBakerTilly client community
portal
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS TO BE READY FOR ARP FUNDS

ARP readiness checklist
are actively tracking the ARP legislation and are aware of the amounts

 We
currently allocated to us
understand the full range of funding sources, options and spending

 We
strategies potentially available to us
are fully prepared to receive, invest and deploy the ARP funding we expect to

 We
receive
understand the purposes, eligible uses and constraints on the use of the

 We
ARP grant funds – and FRF allocation
have reached out to community stakeholders, constituents and regional

 We
partners to assess the community’s needs and opportunities
are planning and documenting a strategic approach to the utilization of ARP

 We
funds for optimum results based on the community needs assessment
spending plans, award criteria and decision structures and process are

 Our
transparent and inclusive
We have identified the resources – both internal and external – required to

 effectively
manage the ARP program, ensure compliance and avoid audit
exceptions
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AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN

ARP resources
Baker Tilly’s American Rescue Plan
Resource Center:

https://www.bakertilly.com/insights/americanrescue-plan-resources-for-public-sector

― Infographic
― ARP readiness checklist
― EDA grant readiness checklist
― Video updates
― Webinar recordings
― Articles
― Podcasts
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THANK YOU!
Dan Kennelly
Director
Baker Tilly Municipal Advisors
Dan.Kennelly@bakertilly.com
(608) 217-7470
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